Subject: - Policy Guidelines for considering officers for various UN Assignments.

The undersigned is directed to refer to this ministry’s letter No. 21023/30/2012-PMA dated 27th February, 2013 on the aforementioned subject and further refer to para 4.1(i) of the policy guidelines which reads as under: -

“On receipt of nominations, the same is put-up for obtaining approval of SS(IS)/Home Secretary for nominating suitable officers as per the eligibility criterion of UNDPKO. In case, where there are large numbers of applications/posts are to be considered, a meeting under the chairmanship of SS(IS) may be called”

2. Now, the above para 4.1(i) may be read as:-

"On receipt of nominations, the same is put up for obtaining approval of Additional Secretary(Police)/Special Secretary for forwarding the nominations of suitable officers as per the eligibility criterion of UNDPKO. In case, where there are large numbers of applications/posts are to be considered, meeting under the chairmanship of Additional Secretary (P)/Special Secretary along with Nominated ADG of CAPFs (rotational basis) may be called”.

3. This is issued with the approval of Home Secretary.

(Harish Chandra Rai)
Under Secretary to the Government of India

SO(IT), MHA for uploading on the MHA website.(Under the Head of Policy Guidelines for UN Assignments.)